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Poetry of Metamorphosis

BEDROOM

New collection

Primavera Estate 2021
Society Limonta’s SS21 collection
thanks Nature and is inspired by it.
BATHROOM
ACCESSORIES

Our home has become our personal habitat now more
than ever. We immersed ourselves in its light cones,
in its intimate silences, in the nuances of moments once
overlooked. And while we paused our thoughts
and waited, Nature didn’t let us down. It continued
its transformation to renew the magic of life.
And it reminds us that, in the end, the sun always comes
back. Society Limonta’s Spring/Summer 2021 collection
is not only an aesthetic interpretation of this Metamorphosis,
but also an act of gratitude towards Nature
which teaches us to bloom again despite everything.
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On Society’s bed it is a triumph of green: Kiwi, Turquoise,
Agave and Crab layered one on top of the other or to meet
the dusty Verbena pink. Stone colours like Ardesia,
Antracite, Fumo – smoke grey – and Tisana develop into
new volumes with stripes, new weaves and printed patterns.
Briga, the new sheet in linen and abaca, has bicoloured
alternated stripes which decorate the bed either vertically
or horizontally. Bien is an exquisite and light double face
and bicoloured throw in waffle weave wool. The prints on Nap
pillow cases take inspiration from tropical nature, along with
a floral naïve pattern and colourful sticks.
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The morning light seeps in and turns colours on.
The air changes lightly and brings the fragrance of rebirth.
The green blooms on grass, trees and woods.
Green is everywhere. The encounter of light and earth
promises beauty, colours and, once again, life.
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228 Kiwi

63 Verbena

87 Fumo

65 Tisana

Nite—Extrafine cotton sheet
Nap Nana—Printed ramie pillowcase set
Briga—Linen and abaca flat sheet
Big—Jaspe wool throw

Rem—Linen sheet
Nap Fleur—Printed ramie pillowcase set
Nap Match—Printed ramie pillowcase set
Saten—Satin weave linen and cotton sheet
Bien—Wool throw
Ted—Alpaca throw

Rem—Linen sheet
Saten—Satin weave linen and cotton sheet
Nap Nana—Printed ramie pillowcase set
Nap Oasi—Printed ramie pillowcase set
Ted—Alpaca throw
Rem—Linen cushion set 50x50

Nite—Extrafine cotton sheet
Nap Oasi—Printed ramie pillowcase set
Nite—Extra fine cotton pillowcase set
Saten—Satin weave linen and cotton sheet
Free New—Four-layer cotton voile bedspread
Ted—Alpaca throw

Bini—Cotton jacquard sheet
Bini—Cotton jacquard pillowcase set
Nite—Extra fine cotton pillowcase set
Briga—Linen and abaca flat sheet
Rem—Linen cushion set 50x50
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198 Agave
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Briga—Linen and abaca flat sheet

Nap Nana—Printed ramie pillowcase set
BATHROOM

Rem—Linen sheet
Ted — Alpaca throw
Nap Nana—Printed ramie pillowcase set

ACCESSORIES

Saten—Satin weave linen and cotton sheet

INSPIRATIONS

Briga—Linen and abaca flat sheet
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Nite—Extrafine cotton sheet
Nap Nana—Printed ramie pillowcase set
Briga—Linen and abaca flat sheet
Big—Jaspe wool throw
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Bien —Wool throw

Rem—Linen sheet

Milo —Linen, cashmere and silk throw
BATHROOM

Nap Match—Printed ramie pillowcase set

Nap Fleur—Printed ramie pillowcase set

ACCESSORIES

Saten—Satin weave linen and cotton sheet
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Bien — Wool throw
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Rem—Linen sheet
Nap Fleur—Printed ramie pillowcase set
Nap Match—Printed ramie pillowcase set
Saten—Satin weave linen and cotton sheet
Bien—Wool throw
Ted—Alpaca throw
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Bien—Wool throw

Lose— Blanket in wool blend yarn

BATHROOM

Nap Oasi—Printed ramie pillowcase set

Nap Nana—Printed ramie pillowcase set

Rem—Linen sheet
ACCESSORIES

Nap Oasi—Printed ramie pillowcase set
INSPIRATIONS

Nap Nana—Printed ramie pillowcase set

Nap Oasi—Printed ramie pillowcase set
Ted—Alpaca throw
Rem—Linen cushion set 30x50

CONTACTS

Rem—Linen sheet
Saten—Satin weave linen and cotton sheet
Nap Nana—Printed ramie pillowcase set
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Bien—Wool throw

Nap Oasi—Printed ramie pillowcase set

BATHROOM

Bini—Cotton jacquard pillowcase set

Free New—Four-layer cotton voile bedspread

ACCESSORIES

Ted—Alpaca throw
Saten—Satin weave linen and cotton sheet

INSPIRATIONS

Nap Oasi—Printed ramie pillowcase set

Saten—Satin weave linen and cotton sheet
Free New—Four-layer cotton voile bedspread
Ted—Alpaca throw
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Nite—Extrafine cotton sheet
Nap Oasi—Printed ramie pillowcase set
Nite—Extra fine cotton pillowcase set
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Bien— Wool throw
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Briga—Linen and abaca flat sheet

Bien—Wool throw
Rem—Linen cushion set 50x50
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Bini—Cotton jacquard sheet
Bini—Cotton jacquard pillowcase set
Nite—Extra fine cotton pillowcase set
Briga—Linen and abaca flat sheet
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Guscio trays designed by Beatrice Rossetti are handmade with the craftmanship that transforms Limoges
porcelain into a pure object, like a pebble softened
by the sea or smoothed by the running river.

BATHROOM

The abaca gauze tablecloths are rustic but fine, strong
but flexible. On Forest tablecloth bamboo leaves are ruffled
by the wind. Nube, as an impressionist canvas, brings
to the table the wavering colours reflected by water.
Fil, in crunchy and almost transparent nylon, is a
contemporary tablecloth with ovals made of fil coupé threads
with borders that fade like shadows.

TABLE

Immersing yourself into the green and lying down to look
at the sky, or pausing on the shores of a mountain lake
and losing yourself in the colours reflected on water.
River pebbles, rich and shiny leaves, nature to be explored
with eyes, with hands, simple objects, alive, perfect. Society
Limonta’s table brings back memories, the visual and tactile
sensations we experience in the nature we love the most.
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Forest—Printed abaca tablecloth
Tab FR—Linen napkin
Buto—Limoges porcelain soup plate - Design Beatrice Rossetti
Buto—Limoges porcelain dinner plate - Design Beatrice Rossetti
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Nube—Printed abaca tablecloth
Tab FR—Linen napkin
Buto—Limoges porcelain soup plate - Design Beatrice Rossetti
Buto—Limoges porcelain dinner plate - Design Beatrice Rossetti
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Fil—Fil coupé nylon tablecloth
Tab FR—Printed ramie napkin
Buto—Limoges porcelain soup plate - Design Beatrice Rossetti
Buto—Limoges porcelain dinner plate - Design Beatrice Rossetti
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Fil—Fil coupé nylon tablecloth
Tab FR—Linen napkin
Buto—Limoges porcelain soup plate - Design Beatrice Rossetti
Buto—Limoges porcelain dinner plate - Design Beatrice Rossetti
Onda—Limoges porcelain salad bowl - Design Beatrice Rossetti
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Maya—Linen placemat

Maya—Linen placemat

Onda —Limoges porcelain cup - Design Beatrice Rossetti

Cable—Cotton placemat

Onda —Limoges porcelain dinner plate
Design Beatrice Rossetti

Buto —Limoges porcelain soup plate
Design Beatrice Rossetti

Buto —Limoges porcelain dinner plate
Design Beatrice Rossetti

BATHROOM

Onda — Limoges porcelain soup plate
Design Beatrice Rossetti

ACCESSORIES
INSPIRATIONS

Nap Fleur —Printed ramie napkin
Nap Oasi —Printed ramie napkin

Nap Oasi —Printed ramie napkin

CONTACTS

Nap Match —Printed ramie napkin

Nap Nana —Printed ramie napkin
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Nap Nana

Nap Oasi

Nap Match

Printed ramie napkin.

Printed ramie napkin.

Printed ramie napkin.

Printed ramie napkin.

65 TISANA

198 AGAVE

203 ARDESIA

198 AGAVE

63 VERBENA

220 TUQUOISE

228 KIWI
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Nap Fleur
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Guscio
Limoges porcelain tray set
Design Beatrice Rossetti.
01 BIANCO

87 FUMO
67 SABLÉ

BATHROOM

225 CRAB
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We open and close the day with rituals defined by the quality
of our gestures. Matter and colour are sensory aspects of this
quality. Society introduces two new ranges for the bathroom:
Kol, a towel in soft cotton, decorated with refined jacquard
ovals and finished with a fringed border, and Maze the micropadded cotton bath mat with a regular jacquard pattern.

TABLE

In nature’s cycles, repetition is renewal, opening and closing
are the basic rhythm of balance. If we are in harmony with
nature’s rhythm, the repetition of daily gestures becomes
a ritual, a moment to get in touch with ourselves and our
deepest needs.
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Kol—Cotton jacquard guest towel

Lipe—Waffle weave linen towel set

Drai New—Linen towel set
ACCESSORIES

Kol—Cotton jacquard bath towel

Molto—Cotton canvas bath mat
INSPIRATIONS

Maze—Jacquard cotton bath mat

CONTACTS

Drai—Linen towel set
Molto—Cotton canvas bath mat
Maze—Jacquard cotton bath mat
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Kol—Cotton jacquard guest towel
Lipe—Waffle weave linen towel set
Kol—Cotton jacquard bath towel
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Kur—Cotton towel set

BATHROOM

Maze—Jacquard cotton bath mat

Kol—Cotton jacquard guest towel
ACCESSORIES

Drai New—Linen bath towel
Maco—Waffle weave linen and cotton bath towel

INSPIRATIONS

Kol—Cotton jacquard bath towel

CONTACTS

Kur—Cotton towel set

Maco—Waffle weave linen and cotton bath towel
Molto— Cotton canvas bath mat
Maze—Jacquard cotton bath mat
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Kur—Cotton towel set
Kol—Cotton jacquard bath towel
Kol— Cotton jacquard guest towel
Drai New—Linen bath towel

SS 21 COLLECTION

BATHROOM

The three patterns printed on the canvas bags are inspired
by tropical nature with bright vivid flowers, big sketched
leaves or by a graphic pattern of small colourful sticks.

TABLE

Nothing is accessory in nature. Every detail, even the smallest
one, contributes to the beauty and balance of the whole.
In the same way, for Society an accessory is something
to complete and complement a room or the personal style
and it is expression of care and attention to details.
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Nana Hang—Printed cotton canvas tote bag

Oasi Hang—Printed cotton canvas tote bag

INSPIRATIONS

Match Hang—Printed cotton canvas tote bag

CONTACTS
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New Colour

Matching Colours

228 Kiwi

198 Agave

225 Crab

Tablecloths

Bathroom

Briga

Kol

Linen and abaca flat sheet.

cotton jacquard bath towel.

228 Kiwi

05 Antracite

Forest
Printed abaca tablecloth.

01 Bianco

65 Tisana

Printed abaca tablecloth.

01 Bianco

Wool throw.

05 Antracite

228 Kiwi

63 Verbena

Fil coupé nylon tablecloth.

cotton jacquard guest towel.

65 Tisana

65 Tisana

198 Agave

65 Tisana

198 Agave

228 Kiwi

ACCESSORIES

Napkins

Maze

Printed ramie pillowcase set.

63 Verbena

228 Kiwi

Fil

01 Bianco

Nap Fleur

65 Tisana

Kol

Printed pillowcases

BATHROOM

Nube

cotton jacquard bath towel.

Bien

228 Kiwi

228 Kiwi

Kol

Throws and covers

TABLE

Sheets

228 Turquoise

Jacquard cotton bath mat.

Nap Fleur
Printed ramie napkin.
198 Agave

65 Tisana

01 Bianco

65 Tisana

228 Kiwi

Nap Match
Printed ramie pillowcase set.

Nap Match
Printed ramie napkin.

228 Kiwi

Match Hang

Nap Nana

Printed cotton canvas tote bag.

Printed ramie pillowcase set.

INSPIRATIONS

Accssories

228 Kiwi

Nap Nana
Printed ramie napkin.

198 Agave

228 Kiwi

63 Verbena

63 Verbena

198 Agave

220 Turquoise

203 Ardesia

Nana Hang

Nap Oasi

Printed cotton canvas tote bag.

Printed ramie pillowcase set.

Nap Oasi
Printed ramie napkin.
198 Agave

203 Ardesia

Oasi Hang

CONTACTS

220 Turquoise

Printed cotton canvas tote bag.
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220 Turquoise
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The colour green pervades our gaze both outside and inside
our home. Central stage is dedicated to the spirit of nature,
the emotions it gives, how it reflects the sensitivity and the
state of mind of the observer. We live in a continuous change,
but the well-being generated by some scents, sensations
and colours remains.

ACCESSORIES

As when we walk in a forest that restores us with its colours,
the textures and the fragrances of the vegetation, linen,
cotton, wool in the shades Kiwi, Agave, Crab and Turquoise
speak to our senses in the language of nature.

BATHROOM

The colour green resonates with tranquillity and balance,
it helps to rest, opens up comfortable and refreshing
perspectives. Society starts from here, from the colour
vibration, modulated in shades and nuances made tactile
through materials.
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Green, a forest of textile sensations.
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On the thread of emotions.

BEDROOM

Inspirations

We follow the invisible thread which connects everything.
The earth tells us about tangible things, makes our ideas
and emotions become real. Oltre Society Design Collection
explores the earth with an object born from the
transformation of matter.
BATHROOM

A change of state, a thread that becomes porcelain.
The vases designed by Dario Antoniali express the poetry
and the beauty of the matter starting from their name:
Cloto, Lachesi, Atropo are the goddesses who hold
the thread of human’s life.
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The house blossoms.

BEDROOM

Inspirations

To blossom is to open up with confidence and to believe
in our own beauty. Even a single flower inside a room brings
the light and the amazement that only such a delicate being
can emanate.
BATHROOM

Society knows this very well, as flowers are always there.
The fabrics blossom on the bed or on the table and the
spaces become gentle, refined and harmonious. As never
before we feel the need to get access to our beauty, to the
possibility of being as happy as flowers in a meadow, kissed
by the sun and the wind. The floral patterns for the Spring/
Summer 2021 includes tropical flowers which reminds of
a blooming oasis and small naive flowers sketched in light
pastel colours.
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The colour of rocks.

BEDROOM

Inspirations

The metamorphosis confers to each space completely
different variations, colours and fragrances. At summertime,
the mountain reveals a gentle and delicate chromatic
richness. The snow melts and rocks resurface lit in
astonishing chiaroscuro.
BATHROOM

Greys come alive, rocks breath and are modulated according
to the nuances of the different minerals. From Fumo
to Mastice, from Ardesia to Antracite, Society is inspired
by the different refractions of the rocks to transform neutral
colours into a lively and fascinating landscape.
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The visual narrative of the collection is guided by the
evocative pictures of Carlotta Manaigo’s, who, with her
poetic approach to colour, creates a sensory correspondence
between the vegetation and the exquisite textures of Society’s
fabrics. During the lockdown days a new idea for a shooting
is born: the artist, to tell the story of the brand’s new textile
collection, wants to add some creative value to the time spent
in isolation in a villa by taking pictures of its garden. The villa
is located in The Hamptons, New York, in the Springs district,
where an artist community flourished in the 50s, including
among its members Jackson Pollock, William de Kooning,
Lee Krasner,Costantino Nivola.

BATHROOM

The morning light seeps in and turns colours on.
The air changes lightly and brings the fragrance of rebirth.
The green blooms on grass, trees and woods. Green is
everywhere and, in Society’s SS 2021 collection, it blossoms
in all its nuances: Kiwi, Turquoise, Agave, Crab layered one
on top of the other or to meet the dusty Verbena pink. Stone
colours like Ardesia, Antracite, Fumo – smoke grey – and
Tisana develop into new volumes with stripes, new weaves
and printed patterns. Metamorphosis, Society Limonta’s new
Spring-Summer collection, is not only an aesthetic
interpretation of this Metamorphosis, but also an act of
gratitude towards Nature which teaches us to bloom again
despite everything.
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Poetry of Metamorphosis.
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We get comfortable in its colours, fragrances and sensations.
The boundaries of domestic spaces expand. We forget about
them. The house is a garden, the garden is our home.
Fabrics are no longer limited to decorate but start blooming,
enhancing every space with life and colour. Design, art and
style contaminate each other creating a forest of textiles
sensations for the kitchen, the bathroom, the bedroom.
Sensations that revive at every touch, with the heroic
tenderness of a flower.

BATHROOM

Carlotta Manaigo’s idea is transformed into an experimental
project in which a pure and curious eye invites us to observe,
with no rush, the “uncontrolled” beauty of the metamorphosis.
The inspiration comes from landscape artists such as Ohme
Van Sweden and Piet Oudolf, and from their incredible ways
of designing with plants, giving priority to seasonal life cycles.
Main character is the spirit of the garden, the emotions
it gives, how it reflects the personality and the mood
of the observer. There is a sense of dignified elegance,
a sweetened beauty which grants tactile, visual and olfactory
comfort. Trees turn green, vegetation grows undisturbed,
bees are busy around colourful flowers. We live in
a continuous changing.
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Press office

SS 36 - km 36, n°9
23846 Garbagnate Monastero
LC - Italy
T +39 031 857111

MILAN – HEAD OFFICE
Society Limonta
Via Palermo 1, Milan
Laura Giudici
M +39 335 7565494

society@limonta.com
www.societylimonta.com

International
press area
www.services.societylimonta.com
login: pressarea
password: ss2021

Social
#societylimonta
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Head office

press@societylimonta.com
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